NOTES

1. IF MEDIAN IS 4' WIDE (OR GREATER) USE R4-7 + OM1-3 AT 2' FROM LEADING EDGE; OR IF BETWEEN 3' - 4' WIDE THEN CENTER POLE ON MEDIAN AND USE R4-7C + OM1-3; OR IF LESS THEN 3' WIDE NO POLE/SIGN ONLY TYPE "Q" MARKER.

2. ALL SIGNS SHALL BE 0.080 GA ALUMINUM WITH 3M DIAMOND CUBED SHEETING AND 3M 1160 GRAFFITI FILM SHALL BE APPLIED BEFORE INSTALLATION. R4-7 (24"X30") OR R4-7C (18"X30") BLACK ON WHITE BACKGROUND AND OM1-3 (24"X24") YELLOW.

3. SIGN POSTS SHALL BE 2" SQUARE PERFORATED WITH ANCHOR SLEEVE.

4. SIGN POST ANCHOR FOUNDATION SHALL BE 1' DIA X 2.5' PCC IN HARDSCAPE OR 1' DIA X 3' PCC WITHOUT HARDSCAPE.

5. ALL MEDIAN NOSE SHALL HAVE TYPE"Q" MARKER AT CENTER OF NOSE RADIUS.

6. ALL MEDIAN NOSES SHALL BE PAINTED YELLOW / WHITE TO MATCH THE ROADWAY STRIPING LEADING TO NOSE.